Research Areas

Programming language design and implementation, compiler construction, software testing and debugging automation, assertion languages, visual programming, component-based software engineering, computer security.

Research Description

**Programming language implementation tools:** We have designed a compiler writing language RIGAL. This is a powerful and convenient tool for rapid prototyping of programming language processors. Examples of implemented language processors include PASCAL subset assertion checker, AWK assertion checker, Miranda abstract machine, FrameMaker to BBN/Slate filter, monitor generator for the Unicon language, and, of course, the RIGAL compiler itself.

**Testing and debugging automation tools:** The project includes assertion language development and prototype design for debugging automation. The approach is based on the notion of event grammar that is a general basis for program behavior model. A language based on event patterns and computations over target program execution history can be used for assertion checking, performance measurement, program profiling, debugging queries for both sequential and parallel programs, and program behavior visualization.

**The design of the V visual data flow language:** We suggest a solution for iterative processing in data flow diagrams based on the notion of a conditional data flow switch, and a specialized iterative construct based on pattern matching for vectors, matrices, and multisets. Both of these constructs can be seamlessly incorporated into a data flow visual programming language. We demonstrate how these constructs may be used to reveal the spatial/temporal dualism of data streams.

**Component-based software design:** This is a collaborative project supported by US ONR. The objectives are to develop a uniform meta-model for component-based distributed software design, Quality of Service metrics, and generative domain models.

**Computer security:** In collaboration with colleagues from NPS, we are working on the methods and tools for intrusion detection and countermeasures, based on automatic system kernel instrumentation.

Relevance to DoN/DoD

Software design automation tools and expressive programming languages are necessary to improve quality and to facilitate design of complex software systems for DoN/DoD needs.
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